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Engaging and easy to read, this concise textbook offers just the right level of maternity and pediatric

nursing coverage. It provides a solid foundation in normal body function, then builds on that

knowledge to help you understand how to modify nursing care when the unexpected arises. Clear

writing and interactive learning tools (including video and animation) reinforce key concepts and

encourage you to think critically and apply what youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve learned. Critical to Remember

boxes highlight Ã¢â‚¬Å“need to know&#x94; information for quick and easy access. Critical

Thinking Exercises challenge you to apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills to realistic

clinical scenarios. Illustrated Procedure boxes provide clear, step-by-step instructions for performing

key clinical nursing tasks. Nursing Care Plans in every clinical chapter help you learn to use the

nursing process to develop individualized care for maternity and pediatric patients. Communications

Cues provide practical verbal and nonverbal tips for communicating effectively with patients and

families. Want to Know boxes offer helpful patient teaching guidelines. Photo Stories use engaging

pictures to demonstrate the types of care nurses provide in a variety of clinical settings.

Pathophysiology boxes in pediatric chapters provide illustrated overviews of common disorders.

Companion CD-ROM contains video clips, 3-D animations, illustrated skills, case studies with critical

thinking questions, NCLEXÃ‚Â® examination-style review questions, and an audio glossary

complete with Spanish pronunciations. Evolve Student Resources Website offers up-to-date web

links, video clips, resources for health care providers, review questions, and a variety of interactive

exercises.
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Bought the 3rd edition instead of the 4th and saved over a hundred dollars. The chapters are the

same and the material has little change from one edition to the other. Did excellent in my maternity

and peds rotation and didn't notice a difference other than the savings.

This was a required book for my nursing program. The book is not layed out that well. Skips around

in the material to much. This has been a very worthless book to use. I suffered through reading

through most of this textbook. Many typo errors throughout the book. Alot of information repeated

and misplaced or not there at all. Some children diseases were not even listed in the book, ex.

Fifth's disease. There are good parts that I actually learned something, but it was rough reading

trying to find those parts.

As a 4th semester nursing student, this is one of the worst books I've had to deal with so far. As

others have said it's terribly redundant. In addition to this the review and online resources are a

joke. The questions address things that aren't even located in the text. The CD and online

component questions are identical. The online component has none of the solid review and test

prep material that many other evolve books use. In short, if you want your students to actually learn,

don't use this text.

The book at my schools book store as over twice what I paid for it here on . I was tickled pink to find

it and was prepared to deal with a book that had seen better days. Instead what I got was a almost

brand new book. It had a 1/8" dent on one corner like it had been dropped once but really that was

so minor I could care less. I'm pretty sure I'll be doing all book shopping for class on  from now on.

This textbook has so much information in it, it is overwhelming. The order in which information is

presented is not always linear, for example, begining with primary prevention of children then going

into antepartum. I suppose it doesnt really matter since if its required for your course you should buy

it anyway. Just know that review books such as HESI and Saunders have their information better

organized.

Not much to say since it is a required text at my nursing school. I bought this new and it came in



perfect condition still sealed. It does NOT come with "evolve

Written in paragraph form, each sections Includes a brief pathophysiology, manifestations and

nursing assessments and diagnosis. Gives several detailed nursing care plans for selected nursing

diagnosis

I was very pleased with the expedience of my purchase; I actually received my book in excellent

condition at an excellent price, and it was delivered earlier than expected. Thank you for your

professional results; highly recommended
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